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ABSTRACT

Previous research on the thenqpeutic effectiveness of well-designed outdoor
spaces in healthcare settings (OSHS) indicates psychological and physiological benefits
for patients, staff, and visitors. Beyond the medical environment, well-designed urban
open space is thought to possibly provide a healing effect for the urban dweller or office
worker. This study evaluated then4)eutic effectiveness of existing urban plazas compared
to OSHS (used as control sites) in the southwestern U.S. Methods involved summarizing
reconunendations based on literature and noted designs in the field and developing
evaluation criteria termed Thenqwutic Landscape Design Elements (TLDE). Presence of
27 TLDE and calculation of site coverage was determined at 13 urban plazas and six
outdoor spaces in healthcare settings. Ranked correlation and t-test analyses were used to
determine significant differences between the two types of sites. Urban plazas had
significandy greater percent hardsc^ than OSHS, whereas OSHS had greater presence
of moveable furniture and designated smoking areas.
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INTRODUCTION

Versatile in fonn, urban open spaces may ofifer experiences of joy, restoration,
exercise, and socialization. As extensions of home, they serve as baclgrards and
playgrounds for the urban dweller (Miller, 2001), and as places of refuge for workers
(Ki^lan, 1993). Most recently, it has been noted that urban open spaces serve as
sanctuaries for many Americans to find comfort in the foce of great tragedy and
reconnection with spiritual practices (Hopper, 2001). These outdoor spaces, ^ically
parks, gardens, and plazas, can provide a vital connection with natural processes and
improve quality of life (Cooper Marcus and Francis, 1998).
The federal government recognizes the connection between nature and wellness
and supports health-oriented urban open space design through funding and support of
research. For example, in 1999, the Conservation and Reinvestment Act allocated $125
million in matching funds for Urban Park and Recreation Recovery. This incentive
provided local governments with the means to rehabilitate urban open spaces, &cilitating
improvement in our urban centers. Continued research of impacts and conditions of the
built environment is providing public health officials with critical links between urban
planning policy and improvements in quality of life (Jackson and Kochtitzl^, 2000).
Increasing demand will be placed on urban plazas as the number of users
dramatically increases due to population growth and urban development (Oehl, 1987;
Whyte, 1980). The profession of landsc^ie architecture reserves a tremendous
responsibility in the improvement, restoration, and planning of urban open spaces. It is
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thioi^ research-based design of these public spaces that a maximized impact on the
quality of life can be made.
Signiligance
An area of research in landscape architecture that may have broader applications
is that related to the then^utic benefits of open space in healthcare settings. Open
space, serving more than a natural experience, is a '^-selected habitat," offering
prospect and refuge, stress reduction, and recuperation (Appleton, 197S). Research
conducted in the last 25 years docimients the application of key therapeutic landscape
design elements in healthcare settings. Such design elements have been identified as
those that contribute to a sense of control (choice in spaces and seating, calm water
features, garbage-free), social support (buffer plantings offering privacy), physical
movement (way-finding elements), and access to natural distractions (views of nature,
varieQr of plant materials, presence of wildlife). Therapeutic landsctq w design (TLD) has
provided an option in affecting many health-related outcomes including post-operative
recovery rates and decreased physical and emotional effects of job-related stress (Cooper
Marcus and Barnes, 1999; Kaplan, 1993; K^lan and Talbot, 1983; Ulrich, 1979,1984).
Research on effective outdoor spaces in healthcare settings indicates potential
applications for the broader scope of landsc{q)e design (Welsh, 2000). By using
recommended elements, assertions have been made for connecting humans and nature in
urban environments. Urban open areas such as paries or plazas may serve a healing
fimction as the urbanite transits fit)m building to building (Hamik, 2000); these areas may
reintroduce nature into what otherwise may be a sterile or artificial environment. There
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{^jpears to be an increasiiig need to recognize public spaces that illustrate the principles of
ther^ieutic landscape design (Schroeder, 1986).
OutatioiM. Obiectivw. and Hvnothc—g
This study focuses on the synthesis of the therapeutic landscape design elements
(TLDE) identified by various experts in environmental psychology, landscape
architecture, medicine, and urban planning (Cooper Marcus and Barnes, 199S, 1999;
Gerlach-Spriggs, 1998; Kaplan, 1993; Kaplan and Talbot, 1983; Ulrich, 1979,1984;).
This study evaluates urban plazas and outdoor spaces in healthcare settings with these
design elements in mind. These elements are recommended for healthcare settings and
are believed to be associated with a sense of restoration by users. The outdoor spaces in
healthcare settings are used as controls for comparison. This thesis addresses the
following research questions: What are the TLDE present in urban plazas in cities in the
southwestern United States? How frequent do these design elements appear in urban
plazas compared to those elements present in outdoor spaces in healthcare settings in
cities in the southwestern United ^ates?
These questions will be investigated through the following research objectives:
1)

Synthesize literature referenced by experts in the fields of
environmental psychology, therqieutic, and restorative landscape
design to compile a list of key, quantifiable TLDE.

2)

Determine presence or absence of key, quantifiable TLDE in urban
plazas and outdoor spaces in healthcare settings in cities in the
southwestern U.S.
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3)

ComparisoaofthefiequencyofpresenceoftheTLDEofurbanplazas
with those of outdoor spaces in healthcare settings.

The foUowii^ hypotheses were tested and evaluated in order to address the
research questions:
1)

A greater proportion of hardsctqoe and a lesser proportion of planted
area will be evident in urban plazas than in outdoor spaces in
healthcare settings.

2)

Planted areas in the outdoor spaces in healthcare settings will
demonstrate greater plant species richness than urban plazas.

3)

Outdoor spaces in healthcare settings will demonstrate a greater
presence of TLDE compared to urban plazas.

Scopc and Limitatiom
Recommended TLDE were synthesized through a literature review and organized
into eight site design categories. The TLDE used in this study do not target specific
medical diagnoses (i.e., Alzheimer's, AIDS, Cancer), yet are noted as contributing to a
sense of psychological or physiological restoration. Comparisons were done based on
site evaluations of 19 sites: six outdoor spaces in healthcare settings and 13 urban plazas.
Data were collected on presence or absence of reconunended TLDE at each study site.
All study sites were located in the southwestern U.S. to maintain relative similarity in
climate and plant materials used in designed landscapes. Cities chosen for this study
were Tucson, Scottsdale, Tempe, Phoenix, Las Vegas, and Albuquerque. Urban plazas
were selected based on their close proximity to civic buildings and areas of high
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pedestrian access. Outdoor spaces within healthcare settings were selected based on the
proximiQr to a healthcare &cility and the utilization by patients for improvement in their
overall well-being.
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Table 1.
DcftattkHi of terau aad abbrcviatiou as ucd tai this thciii.
Active [MVticipation:

An activity of gardennig. plant propagation, or horticultural therapy m a garden
(Kavanagh, 2000).

Healing:

Generally referring to the beneficial process that promotes overall well being
and impvoves heahh outcomes (Coo^ Marcus and Barnes, 1999; Utaich,
1984).

Healing garden:

An outdoor space m a heahhcare setting that encourages people to socialize.
allows for private time, encourages exercise, and o€fers interactions with nature
(Cooper Marcus and Barnes, 1999).

Heahfa outcomes:

Positive change in self-reported mood, blood pressure, infection occurrence.
intake ofcertam drugs, le^ls m motor fimction, and Iragth of hospital stay
(Cooper Marcus and Barnes, 199S; Utaich, 1984).

Passive participation:

An activity of viewing, sitting, or passmg through an urban plaza or garden
(Cooper Marcus and Barnes, 1999).

Restorative:

btducmg mental healing (a psychological benefit) and/or stress reduction (a
physiological benefit) (GerlKh-Spriggs, 1998).

Stress:

Process of response to events or environments that are threatenmg to weUbeing (Utaich in Cooper Marcus and Barnes, 1999).

T/RLD:

Therapeutic and or Restorative Landscape Design.

TES:

Therapeutic Element Score is an additive equation devised for this study of
certain grouped TLDE for comparison offi^uency and mean of presence. See
Table 4.

TLDE:

Therapeutic Landscape Design Elements determined by literature. See
Appendix B for listing.

Therapeutic:

Generally referrmg to die beneficial process that promotes overall well being
and improves health outcomes (Cooper Marcus ^ Barnes, 1999; Utaich,
1984).

TherqMutic garden:

A garden that targets a particular populatioo and therapeutic outcome measured
by standard medical perspectives (Cierlach-Spriggs, 1^8).

Typology:

Classification developed based on study and comparison of types of gardens or
urban open space (Cooper Marcus and Barnes, I^S; Cooper Marcus and
Francis, 1998).

Urban open space:

Landscape withm the urban febric void of buildings and possibly ofifermg
natural elements (Cooper Marcus and Francis, 1998).

Urban plaza:

Mostly hard-surfeced, outdoor public space from which cars are excluded
(Cooper Marcus and Francis, 1998).
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introdnction

The value of the nature experience in the urban setting is not a new concept in the
practice of landsc^ architecture. Since well before the organization of the American
Sode^ of Landsc^ Architects and well before its organization, designers of outdoor
space have £q[>preciated the human-nature connection. Within the last 25 years, the
profession of landscape architecture has seen the specialty of ther^)eutic landsciqw
design (TLD) develop. Much of the foundational research has grown out of the fields of
behavioral and environmental psychology, and has triggered a renewed interest in the
profession of landscape architecture for the therapeutic capacity of nature. The
Therapeutic Landscape Design Professional Interest Group within the American Society
of Landscape Architects, fonnalized in 1999, has been the leader in this specialization
and thus a major figure in dissemination of findings and applications of this research.
This groiq) continues to examine the aspects and benefits of landsci^)es deemed healing,
therapeutic, and restorative.
The literature review for this study goes slightly b^rond the role of landsoqw
architecture in thersqwutic landsoqse design, discussing a range of work focusing on the
thenqteutic benefits of the environment It begins with a brief historical account of the
ther^utic occurrence in nature. This is followed by an examination of research on the
benefits of and recommendations for incorporating nature in designed urban open space.
The last section of the literature review specifically focuses on a description of research
on the theR4)eutic benefits of nature in healthcare settings.
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Hiatarigal Accounta of Thcrapcatic Experiences of Natore

Documented in ancient texts is the notion of an innate draw to the sense of
paradise and Divine connections found in natural settings (Gerlach-Spriggs, et al., 1998).
To early Judiac, Christian, and Islamic civilizations, the garden was representative of
both paradise and its communion with God and as a necessary element in providing
physical and emotional sustenance. To the ancient Greeks and Chinese, the body was a
microcosm of the larger world beyond that A^ch was built. In order to be in harmony, a
balance of all elements (earth, air, water, and fire) was necessary both in nature as well as
in person. It is during the Middle Ages that the first associations of the garden and health
are documented (Warner, 1994). It was within the walls of these gardens that many sick
and dying were treated. Patients utilizing cloistered gardens in monastic communities
and courtyards in hospitals were said to have benefited from medicinal herbs, sensory
stimulation, and sun and shade mini-environs. The H"* and IS"* centuries showed
declines in a monastic provision of care, however, the 16th century yielded wimess to the
use of gardens again for visual efifect and physical exercise. With the rise of the
Romantic Movement during the IT"* and 18"* centuries, the use of gardens rekindled an
old idea of the body-spirit connection, and the 19"' and early 20"* centuries saw
interactive approaches in the use of the garden in healthcare settings. Not only was
hospital staff taking patients into gardens, but the professions of psychiatry and
occupational ther^ also noted benefits in patients working in gardens (maintenance,
gardening, and farming). More than an alternative in treatment, the garden, with flowers.
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wildlife and exposure to sunli^t, was recognized in history as an important con^nent
m the treatment of illnesses (Warner, 1994).

Benefits of Nature in Urban Snacca

Restorative experiences may occur along a continuum of green spaces - large,
sweeping, river walks to the small pocket parks. In Hamik's review (2000), it is the city
park that Americans most often go to wiien engaged in what Gehl (1987) refers to as the
necessaiy, optional, or social activities of life. This perception of a safe open space
serves as a primary influence when a new homebuyer is investigating moving into a new
community. People's attraction back to the urban core for residence is, according to
Hamik, largely due to the attractiveness of "green cities": cities with naturalized urban
open areas.
Author and environmental psychologist Albert Mehrabian (1976) writes of his
predictions of what was then a futuristic vision of population growth and consequent
demands on American cities. Concern arises regarding disharmony, dissatisfaction, and a
resultant lack of health for the urban dweller with all the demands these cultural, and
economic centers need to meet ''What causes maity people to leave cities if they can, or
results in avoidance behavior if they can't, is the unpleasantness - the lack of greenery,
the ugliness, certain kinds of noise, rude interpersonal behavior - combined with
environmental conditions that create high levels of [stress]." (p. 319)
Laying claim to a "cure" is author Charles Lewis. In Green Nature/Human
Nature (1996), Lewis emphasizes a focus on the plant-people relationships in our cities
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and calls for a return of these "green" afBliations, citing his beliefe in the Biophillia
Hypothesis. He notes that the dissonance in our innate, evolutionary processes with
nature is a direct result of the ucqpleasant, stark, built environment experience of our
urban areas. A body of work by Rachel and Stephen Kaplan on "micro-restorative
environments" suggests that a brief exposure to nature would have restorative effects
(Kaplan and Kaplan, 1989). In support of this hypothesis is the work of human and
behavioral geogr^her Roger Ulrich (1984) on increased patient recovery rates when
views from hospital rooms are upon natural settings rather than man-made structures.
The research conducted by M. J. West in her 1986 Master's thesis "Landscape Views and
Stress Response in the Prison Environment" suf^rts the argument for a greening of the
urban core. West notes that natural views serve as "mental niches" to restore a sense of
calm (p. 94). Lewis's work concurs, indicating universal jqiplications that a natural view
is a vital lifeline to people \dio are restricted in their daily experiences of nature such as
the urban dweller and ofBce worker, hi their recent book With People in Mind-Design
and Management of Everyday Nature (1998), the Kaplans discuss the value of the
everyday nature experience in the workplace. They suggest that clarity of the mind is
induced when exposed to nature, and therein aids with task management and
concentration skills. This sense of restoration is most likely to occur M^en a person can
let down one's guard, and is absorbed in the natural environment without feeling
vulnerable (p. 68).
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User Rmdomc to Nature

Research has noted basic, psychological, physiological, and behavioral benefits
gained by humans while in the presence of natural scenes (Ulrich, 1991; Ulrich in
Marberty, 1995). In 198S, Olds asked participants to draw a healing setting following a
meditation exercise. The participants did so with 75% of the group drawing pictures of
outdoor spaces. The remaining 25% drew pictures of indoor spaces that included
elements related to the outdoors (sl^, trees, sun, garden, flowers).
Schroeder's study (1991) of the users of Morton Arboretum near Chicago
indicated that the likely greatest psychological value of the arboretum was its function as
a refuge from the noise, hassles, and stress of urban and suburban life. Along with the
above accounting, users noted the arboretum's visual attractiveness, majestic character,
array of activities, and spiritual, emotional, and religious associations. Additionally, it
was noted that naturalized urban open spaces, diverse in function and size as they may
be, provide a setting for imagination, a sense of mystery, and enchantment perceived to
be lost in the scientific and technological world (Schroeder, 1991).
In 1990, Honeyman studied 213 college students' responses to a display of
varying color slides of outdoor environments (countryside, urban with vegetation, and
urban without vegetation) for five to six minute intervals one hour after exams.
Following the slide show, participants were asked to take the exams again and complete a
questionnaire. Findings of the study showed that the scenes of urban settings with
vegetation induced a decrease in all five of the stress associated factors (fear, anger.
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positive affect, sadness, and attentiveness), unlike the other two categories of scenes of
countryside and urban settings without vegetation (Hon^mnan, 1992)
Private spaces in urban outdoor settings such as niches adjacent to water features,
viewpoints over landscape, and locations near trees are sought i^ien positive mood
changes are desired (Francis and Cooper Marcus, 1991). Likewise, urban open areas with
offerings of wildlife and people interactions, exercise, plants, and shopping areas are
sought when distractions from thinking are desired (Francis and Cooper Marcus, 1991).
In 1991, Ulrich and his co-researchers conducted a study focusing on the stressreducing effects of viewing natural environments versus urban environments void natural
features. A group of 120 subjects were shown a stressful movie and then randomly
assigned to a recovery condition comprising of six different color and sound videot{^)es
of natural settings and others of urban enviromnents without nature. Subjects' selfreports and physiological measures indicated that recovery from stress was quicker and
more thorough when subjects were exposed to natural settings (grassy, park like
landsciq)e and a setting with a prominent water feature) versus an urban setting void of
natural elements. Further, the stucfy fouixl that in a short time interval (4-6 minutes) a
significantly greater recovery in all physiological measures was noted w^ien subjects
were exposed to a natural versus an urban setting (Ulrich in Kellert and Wilson, 1993).
Studies of non-patient groups of college students found that when views of
everyday nature were shown, significant shifts firom stressful, negative thoughts and
feelings to positive thoughts and feelings were recorded (Ulrich and Parsons, 1992).
Ulrich also demonstrated that subjects identified stress reduction as a key benefit v^en
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spending time in wilderness areas, especially those settings that resemble the savanna
like landscape (Ulrich in Kahn, 1999).
Recovery from the stresses of''directed attention** (constant and focused attention
in everyday experiences) is accelerated by contact with nature (Ki^lan and Ki4>lan,
1989). This recovery is referred to as the ''Restorative Experience" of gardens or
wilderness (K^Ian and Kaplan, 1989). A study that demonstrates the Kaplan theory of
"nearby nature" found that employees with views of nature at woric reported fewer
headaches, less frvstration, and greater job satisfaction than peers without views of nature
(Kaplan, 1993).

Recommendations for IncorDcniting Nature in Urh^n Onen Snacg Daaign

The Kaplans have published a significant amount of information over the last
three decades on the restorative power of wilderness experiences, of human preference in
landscapes, and of the evolutionary process for landsci^ preferences (Kj^lan, 1993;
K{q>lan and Kt^lan, 1989; Kaplan, et al., 1998; Kaplan and Talbot, 1983). They stress
the critical nature of the design process and the designer's role in providmg landscapes
that siqjport the ability to flmction most effectively. The K^lans' work identifies four
main characteristics that humans innately yearn for in their environments: coherence
(space is organized with repeated themes), complexity (space is challenging viiiile still
organized), legibility (space contains memory-making components or landmarics), and
mystery (space ofifers promise). Ail four characteristics, ^len combined, offer the
opportunity for exploration. The Kjq)lans' work is confirmation of the earlier research by
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Erv Zube and co-iesearchers v/bo noted in numerous studies that the high-ranking
preferences of landso^ types are cahn bodies of water, savannas, refuges, tree canopies,
and prospects (Zube, et al, 1975).
Cooper Marcus and Francis' examination of user behavior research and of urban
open space case study examples in People Places (1998) indicated that passive
participation (sitting, standing, walking, combined with eating, reading, watching people,
and listening) account for more than 90% of the time spent in urban plazas. This passive
participation is increased by the ofiBce worker bringing sack lunches to conserve money,
the large number of people who live alone seeking casual socialization, the ofiBce worker
needing an escape from stress in the ofiBce environment, and the urban dweller utilizing
the plaza as an extension of home as a garden or patio. Design recommendations,
produced by Cooper Marcus and Francis (1998), 9pp\y to the spectrum of urban plaza
typologies: street plaza, corporate foyer, urban oasis, transit foyer, pedestrian malls, and
grand public place. Elements associated to increase use and enhance experience of urban
plazas are planting variety, sunny and shady subspaces, varieQr in seating materials and
location, grade changes, smooth paving, boundary plantings, fountains with noisy water,
lawn and access to the lawn, directional signage, public art, food vendors and a size not
exceeding 450' in the smallest dimension.
Carr and others in Public Space (1992) have reviewed previous research on urban
open spaces and case study sites. They arrived at five main reasons that account for
people's need for urban open spaces in cities, regardless of the type of space: comfort;
relaxation; passive engagement with the environment; active engagement with the
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environment; and discovery. These authors theorize that the pastoral, romantic
landscapes, such as those designed by New York Ci^'s Central Park designers Olmsted
and Vaux, are expressions of freedom -a freedom of experience and discovery and a
release from the rigid structure of time and space imposed by the city and its influences
(p. 365).
Simonds (1994) writes of the three most telling requisites of a downtown, outdoor
gathering space: location, people, and "sittability" (p. 90). He notes that the desirability
rating of a city is equal to its readily accessible environmental conditions (visual, social,
cultural, educational, recreational, and inspirational amenities) that promote optimum
human well-being (p. 178).
Cooper Marcus and Barnes (1999) examine a similar link between public
wellness and the perceived viability of a park space in their book. Healing Gardens:
Therapeutic Benefits and Design Recommendations. Their hypothesis suggests that if the
outdoor setting is in good, working repair, then the more likely that the public adjacent
and borrowing of this view is in good health. Bill Welsh (1999) in his LAND Magazine
article, ^Adtqtting Therapeutic Garden Design to Public Space" states that the profession
of landsci^)e architecture would do well in iq>plying the knowledge gained regarding the
ther^utic power of nature. He recommends the installation of such healing gardens in
the public realm availing the opportunity of ther^utic benefit (p. 6).
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Benefit! of Nature in Heahhcare Setdnn
For some time, healthcare administrators were influenced by a westernized,
"office-complex" t^iproach to the design of medical centers. The bidustrial Revolution
introduced technology to the design process and the urban style; office-building
compounds replaced hospitals that were originally designed with a pastoral and
therqieutic garden experience in mind Gong, scenic drives, naturalistic water features,
woodlands and diverse plantings). This has left many of our hospitals an austere and cold
experience for patients, staf^ and visitors (Gerlach-Spriggs, et al., 1998; Ulrich in Cooper
Marcus and Barnes, 1999). The structure designed to align with many natural principles
and to offer a nature-healing orientation has now to answer to the demands of managed
care, productivity, and economics (Warner, 1995).
Much literature has documented resurgence in the interest in designing and
providing for the connection between humans and nature in built environments,
specifically in medical facilities. With the current findings of research in environmental
design and demands on the services provided, a significant transformation in the design
of healthcare facilities has been noted. The value of''person-nature transactions" has
increased focus of the therapeutic benefits gained through views of nature, window
viewing of natural scenes, and color theory experimentation in healthcare settings
(Verderber and Fine, 2000).
In 1984, Roger Uhich completed a study on positive health outcomes associated
with natural views fiom hospital windows. Shorter post-operative stays, decreases in pain
medication requests, and decreases in negative comments by care staff were noted wiien
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views from patient rooms were of natural, green spaces as opposed to brick walls of
adjacent buildings (Ulrich, 1984).
Patrick Mooney, landsoqw architecture professor at University of British
Columbia, conducted a stwfy of the effectiveness in decreasing violem behavior in
Alzheimer's facilities when use and/or exposure to a garden was introduced as care
options (Dannenmaier, 1995). Those facilities with gardens demonstrated a 19%
decrease in violent outbursts in one year's time compared to a 681% increase in violent
outburst in those facilities with no gardens. Furthermore, rehabilitation patients
experience shorter stays in a hospital in Texaricana, TX, >K^ch offered views of either a
garden or a wooded area from every room (Burnett in Marberry, 1997).
A lengthy body of woric completed by Clare Cooper Marcus and Mami Barnes
has produced great discussion of the healing qualities of nature and the powerful impacts
that well-designed outdoor spaces in healthcare settings may have on patients, staff, and
visitors. This has provided proof of the need for careful design of outdoor spaces in
healthcare settings. Visitors, staff and fiunily well-being and general comfort have been
documented as more positive when landscaped areas adjacent to waiting areas are visible
and useable (Cooper Marcus and Barnes, 1995). Esoqw from the stressful and adverse
work conditions has been identified as the primary reason for employee use of hospital
gardens. Similarly, a sense of relaxation, decreased stress, and contentment was reported
as the most frequent mood change wiien visiting a hospital garden (Cooper Marcus and
Barnes, 1995). In a study of four hospital garden settings. Cooper Marcus and Barnes
(1995) found that 69% of respondents identified trees, plants, seasonal changes, colors.
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and flowers (richness in plant species) as helpful in attaining a mood change, 58%
identified biids/squirrels and water (water feature, evidence of wildlife) helpful in
attaining a mood change, and 50% identified privacy, oasis, openness/large, and escape
from woric (private space, lawn, distant views of nature).

RegnmingndatioiM for ThcniDCUtic Landacanc Pcaim
This section of the literature review is the compilation of design recommendations
for therapeutic landscapes primarily for healthcare settings with an emphasis on passive
participation by the user (viewing, sitting, passing through) rather than active
participation (gardening, horticultural ther^>y).
Salamy conducted a review of research on healing gardens in healthcare settings
and devised a set of criteria for the design of these Q'pes of spaces (Salamy, 1995). This
review was conducted through the examination of theories on stress occurrence/reduction
(both physiologically and p^chologically), environmental preferences of nature, effects
of natural elements of light and color on health and well-being, and a comparison of
aesthetic principles of design to the universal laws of health and harmony. The most
important design elements identified were those that positively motivate the senses.
To aid in the understanding of the varying kinds of healthcare outdoor spaces.
Cooper Marcus and Barnes (1999) developed a typology of the most firquently occurring
spaces for acute care general hospitals: landscjqied grounds, landsciq)ed setback, fiont
porch, entry garden, courtyard, plaza, roof garden, roof terrace, healing garden,
meditation garden, viewing garden, viewing/walk-in garden, tucked-away garden.
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borrowed landsctqw, natural trails/preserves, and atrium garden. Though not all are
labeled as "healing gardens", patients, fiunilies, visitors and staff reported use of these
locations for a sense of restoration. Design guidelines for outdoor spaces derived from the
research review and case study evaluations are organized into eight site design categories:
hospital and garden planning, awareness of space, views, physical access, plantings,
furnishings, and maintenance and administration policies. Vegetation, wildlife, choice in
activity space, varying vistas, choice in seating, accessibility, cleanliness, and designated
smoking areas have been identified as the elements most helpful in attaining a positive
mood change in a hospital garden (Cooper Marcus and Barnes, 1999).
Martha Tyson (1998) states that healing gardens can augment a patient's
awareness of nature, seasons, places, and time. She identifies the importance of: large
windows offering visual access onto the gardens/green space allowing sunlight and a
passive experience of the space; clearly marked paths with adjacent seating areas
identified by landmarks or cues; varying activity-oriented areas (courtyard, lawn, or
terrace) providing opportunity for adventure and a sense of freedom; moveable furniture
offers a sense of control and choice; planting that offer cues of change of season or
activity.
Nancy Gerlach-Spriggs, registered nurse and landscape designer, notes in
Restorative Landscapes (1998) the qualities of a restorative garden as soothing in its
sensitivity, stimulating in its liveliness, and designed with the intent to engage in the act
of invigoration. Thus, these landsc^)es encourage socialization, relaxation,
contemplation, and the sense of community.
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Ulrich's Supportive Garden Design Theory (Ulrich in Cooper Nfarcus and Barnes,
1999) states that siqiportively designed healthcare landscapes can produce a reduction in
anxiety and stress in patients, visitors, and staff. This theory also notes a probable
decrease in depression and pain experienced by the patient, and si^ests that patient
stress decreases when the natural environment in a healthcare setting offers a sense of
control with respect to the physical and social surroundings, access to social support, and
access to positive distractions in the physical environment **Positive distractions" are
defined as environmental elements that provoke a positive feeling and help to distract an
individual from stressful or worrisome thoughts. He stresses the importance of socially
inducing seating (curvilinear), clear way-finding elements in design, and the guarantee of
privacy viien in contact with nature. Other recommended elements include a diversity of
plants offering an array of color and texture, non-turbulent water features, the sounds of
bird life, wind, and water, and the activity of wildlife.
Jean Stephens Kavanagh has defined a variety of therapeutic gardens for clinical
ther^ies currently in use: vocational (horticultural enterprises), play (primarily for
children), clinical (for an institutional community), restorative or healing (enhance
passive social and recreational objectives) and amenity (landsc{q)es primarily viewed)
(Kavanagh, 2000). Therapeutic gardens provide plant-dominated scenes, varied usage,
and sensory stimulation to foster comfort, well-being, interest, empowerment, and
memory. Elements to achieve these characteristics are accessibility feature in accordance
with the American Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990, raised planters, native plants.
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sign^e, wildlife habitats, natural sounds, focal points, seasonal indicators, and a variety
of sub-spaces, color, textures, plants, and seating choices.
Tara Lake (1999) published a thesis titled Gardens that Restore the Mind, Bodjy,
and Spirit - Contemporary Views on Heeding Gardens. The research consisted of
interviews with contemporary designers of then^utic gardens in healthcare facilities.
Through these interviews, she sought to address the debate over the definition of healing
gardens, their importance, the elements that make such a design successful, and the
^jplication to urban open spaces. The nine professionals (Nancy Gerlach-Spriggs, Vince
Healy, David Kamp, Robert Hoover, Tom Hunter, Susan Litde, Clare C^per Marcus,
Martha Tyson, Michael Versen) interviewed contributed to a list of design considerations
for healing gardens identified as places for solitude, restoration, and social gathering in
medical settings. Successful design elements identified were richness in plants and trees,
"layers" of vegetation with some flowering, water, birds, choice of seating, ample
seating, privacy, places to talk, sun and shade, places to walk, changing views, flexible
design, variety of choices for users, pathways, special garden zones that support specific
uses, fiont/back yard concept, mobility/universal design, texture and stimulation of
senses, moveable furniture, and comfortable micro-climates. Unsuccessfiil design
approaches identified were lack of response to culture, checklist-driven design, lack of
understanding the site, blocked pathways, an unsafe and not secure setting, glare off of
pavement, and lack of v^etation.
Out of this initial query grew the question of transferability of successful
restorative elements to urban, public, non-medical spaces. Lake asked the panel of
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experts to identify the elements that might be ^lied in the design of healing gardens in
urban places. The experts provided a point of clarification in the terms associated with
the design and research of these spaces: heeding gardens, better understood as restorative
gardens, are places that provide mental healing (psychological benefit) and stress
reduction (physiological benefit). Nancy Gerlach-Spriggs was carefiil to identify in her
interview that a healing garden in an urban open space is not necessarily thenq)eutic, as it
does not target a particular population and a ther^utic outcome measured by standard
medical perspectives. "Designing with therapeutic intentions in the public realm may
make the design more receptive, but a public design does not need to address every
experience with nature as a thertqwutic one.** (Lake, 1999, p. 22)
Most of the panel ^reed that the majority of the successful elements were
transferable to the public realm and identified the following list of elements believed to
be transferable: universal design (ADA); places for contemplation; sun and shade;
sensory stimulation; choice in design (community participation); comfort; familiarity;
allow for pause while traversing the site; designing for needs not what is '*iq[>propriate'*
(Robert Hoover); and levels of accommodation (David Kamp). This list of elements
resembles the urban open space recommendations mentioned by Cooper Marcus and
Francis (1998), Carr and others (1992), and Simonds (1994).
Clare Cooper Marcus is summarized in Lake's body of work as a supporter of the
transferability of these ther^wutic elements to the public realm, noting that stress can be
alleviated by the experience of a restful, relaxing, natural environment

22). Vince

Healy stated that stress reduction is the primary impact of a thenqpeutic garden and the
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program and design of such should seek this as its main target Lake agrees with her
interviewees and concludes that the need for this type of carefiil, thoughtful design for the
urban dweller is of critical importance. A summary of the importance of healing gardens
was defined in her work as an escape fi»m a sterile environment; an allowance for
freedom; a connection with nature; a stimulation of the senses; and a distraction fix>m
stresses. '^Enhancing sociability, encouraging respite and contemplation or establishing a
sense of community for those taking up residence around the garden, are all benefits for
the healthy visitor of the garden.** (p. 1)
It is the recommended Ther^utic Landscape Design Elements synthesized in
this literature review that will be evaluated in this research of urban plazas and outdoor
spaces in healthcare settings in the southwestern U.S. This evaluation begins to
investigate the general questions: Do urban plazas contain any of the therapeutic elements
noted in research? Is there a level of transferability as mentioned in Lake's thesis
(1999)? What elements are present in other outdoor spaces in healthcare settings of this
region and how do these compare to urban plazas?
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METHODOLOGY

Thirteen urban plazas and six outdoor spaces (sites) in healthcare settings were
evaluated in this research. The evaluation of sites took place fiom November 2001
through February 2002. Each site was evaluated for the presence of recommended
TLDE using a data collection sheet (Appendix C) based on the Ther^utic and
Restorative Landsc^ Design (T/RLD) theories synthesized through the literature
review. All sites represent the distinct region of the southwestern U.S. in climate, plant
materials used in designed landscapes, and ^ical construction materials. All sites tested
in this study represent a spectrum of size and age of construction.

Site Selection

Urban plazas (Table 2) were selected based on the plaza's adjacency to a primary
pedestrian route through commercial, government, and financial districts. The plazas
studied were selected based on the typology described in People Places (Cooper Marcus
and Francis, 1998) for plazas in downtown urban open areas. The 13 urban plazas were
located in Albuquerque, NM (1); Phoenix, AZ (2); Scottsdale, AZ (3); Tempe, AZ (2);
Las Vegas, NV (1); and Tucson, AZ (4).
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Table 2.
UrbM plazu (b -13).
SiteNanc

Locatioa

Typolofy*

Civic Plaza

Albuquerque, NM

Grand Public Place

Caesar Chavez Memorial Plaza

Phoenix, AZ

Urban Oasis

Wesley Bolin Memorial Plaza

Phoenix, AZ

Grand Public Place

Scottsdale Mall Garden Plaza

Scottsdale, AZ

Urban Oasis

Hilton Plaza

Scottsdale, AZ

Corporate Ff^er

Scottsdale Financial Center m Plaza

Scottsdale, AZ

Corporate Foyer

Center Pomt Plaza

Tempe, AZ

Street Plaza

Hayden Square

Tempe, AZ

Urban Oasis

Federal Courthouse Plaza

Las Vegas, NV

Street Plaza

Federal Courthouse Plaza

Tucson, AZ

Corporate Foyer

Train Depot Plaza

Tucson, AZ

Urban Oasis

City of Tucson Main Library Plaza

Tucson, AZ

Grand Public Place

Uni Source Energy Tower Plaza

Tucson, AZ

Corporate Foyer

*Based on People Places: Design Guidelines for Urban Open Space (Cooper Marcus and Francis, 1998).
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Outdoor spaces in healthcare settings (Table 3) were selected based on the
presence of an outdoor space or gathering area targeting the enhancement of patient,
visitor, and staff wellness. The spaces studied were selected based on the typology
described in Healing Gardens: Thercqaetoic Benefits and Design Recommendations
(Cooper Marcus and Barnes, 1999) for courtyards and plazas in healthcare settings. The
six outdoor spaces in healthcare settings were located in Phoenix, AZ (I); Scottsdaie, AZ
(1); Tempe, AZ (1); and Tucson, AZ (3). One of the outdoor spaces evaluated (Odyssey
Therapeutic Gardens; Tucson, AZ) was developed as a thenqseutic garden by the
researcher and has not yet been installed.
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Table 3.
Oatdoor spaces tai healthcare scttiBgi (•*6).
Site Naae

LocatioB

Typology*

Good Samaritan Regional Hospital Healing
Garden

Phoenix, AZ

Healmg Garden

Mayo Clinic Entry Plaza

Scottsdale, AZ

Plaza

Tempe - St Luke's Hospital Garden

Tempe, AZ

Walk-in Garden

Odyssey Therapeutic Gardens

Tucson, AZ

Healmg Garden

Tucson Medical Center Hummingbird
Garden

Tucson, AZ

Courtyard

Tucson Medical Center Butterfly Patio

Tucson, AZ

Courtyard

*Based on Heaiing Gardens: Therapeutic Benefits and Design Recommendations (Cooper Marcus and
Barnes, 1999).
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Study Design

A synthesis of the theories of and associated recommendations for T/RLD was
completed through the literature review. A matrix was developed that identifies the
design recommendations and elements for achieving a space conducive to restoration
(Appendix A). This matrix is predominantly based on research conducted by five leading
experts in the field of Therapeutic and Restorative Landscape Design: Clare Cooper
Marcus, Mami Barnes, Roger Ulrich, Martha Tyson, Jean Stevens Kavanagh, and Rachel
and Steven Kaplan. The matrix was organized by seven site design organizational
categories adf^>ted for this stwfy and the associated physical elements identified in the
noted research. The seven site design organizational categories were: 1) planning, 2)
views, 3) physical access focusing on wayfinding, 4) physical access focusing on
movement, 5) planting, 6) furnishings, and 7) security/ maintenance/ administration
(Cooper Marcus and Barnes, 1999). A compilation of physical elements with a
corresponding description of the measurement of each element was completed (Appendix
B) to formulate a data collection sheet for site evaluation (Appendix C). Elements
chosen for examination were those that were physical in form, quantifiable, and identified
in the literature.
A preliminary site evaluation of an urban plaza was done at the Civic Plaza in
Albuquerque to ensure that the qipropriate data were recorded that would test the
hypotheses posed by this study. The research methods utilized were very similar to
methods later used for data collection at the remaining 18 sites. The characteristics
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observed were slighdy altered to be more eastty interpreted and supportive of the study's
objectives and research.
Prior to evaluation of the urban plaza sites, maps of the sites and their greater
context were obtained to ensure adjacency to conunercial, governmental, and financial
districts. Maps or directional diagrams were also obtained fix>m healthcare setting
information desks prior to site evaluation of the outdoor spaces. Utilizing the Cooper
Marcus and Francis's 1998 procedure for post-occupancy evaluative essays in People
Places (p. 347), a site narrative was also completed during each site visit (Appendix D).
Based on Cooper Marcus and Barnes data collection and case study site documentation
(Cooper Marcus and Barnes, 1995), site plan sketches were completed during each site
evaluation (Appendix E, Figure 20). Photographic documentation of the overall site and
examples of recommended TLDE were taken with both a digital camera and a 3Smm
camera during each site evaluation. Site evaluations were done on various days of the
week and during daylight hours, as use was not a documented variable for this study.

Data Collection

The six outdoor spaces in healthcare settings served as controls against which
comparisons with urban plazas were made. A data collection sheet was used to record
the presence or absence of the recommended TLDE. Each element was given a coded
variable (present = 1, absent == 0) and entered into an Excel spreadsheet Square footage
was estimated and percentages based on five class ^proximations (0 - 20% = 10%, 21 40% = 30%, 41 - 60% = 50%, 61 - 80% = 70%, 81 - 100% = 90%) were assigned to the
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amount of haidsctqie, planted area (including lawn), horizontal cover, and the type of
horizontal cover (plant materials or man-made structures) and entered into the
spreadsheet An actual count of plant species within each site was recorded and entered
into the spreadsheet

Data iBterpretotion

Due to the small sample size, comparison of the quantitative values of square
footage, hardsc^, planted area (including lawn), horizontal cover, type of horizontal
cover (plant materials or man-made structures), and plant species were done using
Spearman's rank correlation and the Wilcoxon Two-sample Test (normal qiproximation)
with a continuiQr correction of 0.5.
Richness in plant species was described by site and by square footage of planted
area for each site using the following equation:
Number of plant species per site
{Total square footage * (percentage of planted area * 0.1)} * 10,000

The Wilcoxon Two-sample Test was used to determine statistical significance in
richness in plant species between the two types of sites.
The total number of TLDE was 27, listed in the matrix (Appendix A). These 27
TLDE (Table 4) were combined in seven various groiqpings based on site design
organizational categories for the determination of means and statistical difference
between the two types of sites (urban plazas and outdoor spaces in healthcare settings).
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Table 4.
Thcrapeotk Element Score (TES) catcforks aad associated TLDE.
TES

Category

TLDE'

TES 1

Planning

private+semiprivaie s{Mce<^atliering space

TES 2

Views

distant views of natute^wdence of wildlife

TES 3

Physical Access:
Wayfinding

map/diiectioaal signagM^Mving changer-focal point-tmarked
enny/exit

TES 4

Physical Access:
Movement

brisk path+contemplative path-Hiandfails

richness in plant speciesi-lawii+periineter buffer plantings^uffer
plantings internally
moveable fiiimshings+circular seating+variety in
TES 6
Fumisiungs
fiimislitngs^^ivater
designated smoking aicaf95% plantings alivc^S% garbage
TES 7
Security, Maintenance,
free 195% furnishings in good repairH>vefhead lighting^ground
Admintetration
level lightinR
'See Definition of Therapeutic Landscape Design Elements and Associated Measures (Appendix B)7
TES 5

Planting
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These groupings of elements were referred to as Thenq)eutic Element Scores (TES).
Two elements in the matrix, access to water and access to lawn, were excluded firom the
testing as not all sites had a water feature or a lawn.
Frequency distribution testing was used to evaluate the presence of variables
across all sites. Due to the small sample size and in cases where variables examined had
less than five occurrences of presence (I) or absence (0) for a given type, a relatively
conservative test. Fisher's Exact Test (Two-tailed), was used to determine statistical
significance for fi«quency distribution.
Comparisons of the significance of differences in frequency distribution and
means for TES and general site layout (square footage, percentage of hardscape, etc.)
between outdoor spaces in healthcare settings and urban plazas were done to address the
research question of the presence or absence of those quantifiable physical elements
thought to achieve a sense of restoration physiologically and psychologically.
Statistical significance was assigned

0.05 throughout
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The first section of this ch^ter focuses on a comparison of site layouts for and
outdoor spaces in healthcare settings. A section addressing the frequency distribution of
TLDE in the two types of sites follows, and comparison of TES values based on site
design organization is made in the last section of the cluster.

Site Layout

The mean size of urban plazas in this study was 23,846 sq. ft. (Table S). Civic
Plaza in Albuquerque represented the largest urban plaza evaluated (Table 6, Figure 1).
Five urban plazas (Hayden Square, the Federal Courthouse Plazas in Las Vegas and
Tucson, Train Depot Plaza, and Uni Source Energy Tower Plaza) represented the
smallest plazas evaluated (Figures 2-6). The mean ratio of hardscape (70%) to planted
area (30%) (Table 5) for urban plazas confirmed Cooper Marcus and Francis's (1998)
definition of an urban plaza, as a space comprised of mostly hardscape. There was a
mean of 35% total horizontal cover over the total area of urban plazas evaluated; plant
materials provided an average of 87% of the total horizontal cover, and man-made
structures provided 13% of the total horizontal cover.
The mean size of the outdoor spaces in healthcare settings was 20,000 sq. ft.
(Table 5). The largest of these sites was Odyssey Ther^utic Gardens (Table 7, Figure
7). St Luke's Hospital Garden, Tucson Medical Center Hummingbird Garden, Tucson

Tables.
CoBiparisoiis of site layoals of urban plazas (n> 13) and ontdoor spaccs In hcatthcarc
scttlags (OSHS) (a >6).
Categories

Urban plazas

OSHS
Means

Square fiMtage

23,846

20,000

Hardscape (%)

70

43

Planted area (%)

30

57

Total horizontal cover (%)

35

50

Horizontal coven plant materials (%)

87

92

* = Means for urban plazas and OSHS significantly different at /> ^ 0.05.

Table 6.
Site Layouts of urban plazas (n 13).
Site Name

Square
Footage

Hardscape

Planted Area

Total
Horizontal
Cover
•

Horizontal
Cover: Plant
Matcriab
•%"

Civic Plaza

75000

70

30

30

30

Caesar Chavez Memorial Plaza

25000

50

50

50

100

Wesley Bolin Memorial Plaza

25000

90

10

10

100

Scottsdale Mall Garden Plaza

15000

70

30

90

100

Hilton Plaza

25000

90

10

10

10

Scottsdale Financial Center III Plaza

15000

50

50

30

100

Center Point Plaza

30000

50

50

50

100

Hayden Square

10000

50

50

30

90

Federal Courthouse Plaza (Las Vegas)

10000

90

10

10

100

Federal Courthouse Plaza (Tucson)

10000

90

10

10

100

Train Depot Plaza

10000

90

10

20

100

City of Tucson Main Libraiy Plaza

soooo

90

10

10

100

Uni Source Energy Tower Plaza

10000

30

70

70

100

Table?.
Site layouts of outdoor spaces in healthcare settings (• 6).
Site Name

Square
Footage

Hardscape

Phinted Area

Total
Horiiontal
Cover

Horizoatal
Cover: Plant
Materiab

Good Samaritan Regional Hospital Healing Garden

20000

50

SO

SO

100

Mayo Clinic Entry Plaza

20000

70

30

30

100

Tempe - St. Luke's Hospital Garden

10000

10

90

90

100

Odyssey Therapeutic Gardens

SOOOO

50

50

50

90

Tucson Medical Center Hummingbird Garden

10000

50

50

50

70

Tucson Medical Center Butterfly Patio

10000

30

70

30

90
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F^rc 1.
Civie Plaza, Albaqaerqae, New Mexico.

FigBR2.
Haydca Squre, Tcmpc, Arfaou.
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Figarc3.
Federal Coarthouc Plaa^ Las Vegas, Nevada.

Figarc4.
Federal Coarthonc Pfaza, Ticmhm Arizou.

FigareS.
Traia Depot Plaza, TacMa, Aiizoaa.
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Fipi>*7.
Odyssey Thcrapcatic Gardens, Tucson, Ariana.
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Medical Center Butterfly Garden represented the smallest of the outdoor spaces in
healthcare settings evaluated (Figures 8 - 10). The mean value of hardscape was 43%,
and the mean value of planted area was 57% for these sites (Table 5). Out of six outdoor
spaces in healthcare settings, only one contained a lawn. There was a mean of 50% of
total horizontal cover for the total area of the outdoor spaces in healthcare settings
evaluated. Plant materials provided 92% of the total horizontal cover.
Findings indicated that the two types of sites varied significantly in the
percentages of hardsc£^ and percentages of planted area. Urban plazas were
predominantly covered with hardsc^, ^ereas, outdoor spaces in healthcare settings
was comprised of predominantly planted areas (Table 5). Ulrich's Supportive Garden
Design Theory suggests the least amount of hardsc^ material be used in order to
enhance the restorative qualities of a landscape (Ulrich in Cooper Marcus and Barnes,
1999). Interestingly, Center Point Plaza (Figure 11), with 50% hardscape and 50%
planted area, also scored the highest in number of TLDE present (discussed later).
Currently there is no empirical evidence available indicating a preferred ratio for
hardsci^ to planted areas of a restorative site. Little research has been conducted on the
specific characteristics of vegetation and their association with theriqieutic value.
Previous research has only indicated that particular elements in the design of therapeutic
gardens are dictated by the targeted user groiq)'s needs and abilities (Cooper Marcus and
Barnes, 1999; Kavanagh, 2000; Westphal, 2000).

FigareS.
Tcnpe-St. Lalcc's Hospital Gardca, Tcaipc, Arinu.

Figare9.
Tocson Mcdkal Ccater HaatBiagbird Gardca, Tacsoa, Arizoaa.

Figare 10.
Tacson Mcdkal Center Battcrfiy Patio, Taooa, Arizoaa.

Figarc 11.
Center Potat Plaa^ Tcnpe, Arizona.
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Plant HichngM
Previous research indicates the desired range in plant richness is 4-25 different
species for therapeutic gardens (Cooper Marcus and Barnes, 1999). Values below this
range have been associated with both aesthetic and sensory boredom. Values above this
range have been noted as inducing environments that may not be well maintained (thus
adding to the stress of the user) and may be too stimulating. The mean number of plant
species (demonstrating richness) for this study indicated that the two types of sites varied
greatly (Table 8). However, comparison of the richness of plant species by percentage of
planted area (calculated as average number of species per 10,000 sq. ft.) indicated no
significant difference between the two types of sites. Urban plazas had a mean of nine
species per site with an average of 2.8 species per 10,000 sq. ft Outdoor spaces in
healthcare settings had a mean of 18 species per site with an average of 2.3 species per
10,000 sq. ft An explanation offered for these differences may be that as the available
planting area increases (percentage of total area available for plant materials), in outdoor
spaces in healthcare settings, the richness in species may level off due to a massing of the
same plant species used.
Dead or poorly maintained plantings have been recorded in research as having
negative impacts on users of healthcare gardens (Ulrich in Cooper Marcus and Barnes,
1999). NineQr-two percent of the urban plazas had 95% of all plantings alive, whereas,
only 67% of outdoor spaces in healthcare settings had 95% of all plantings alive.
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TabkS.
Plaat specks rkhncss for arban plazas (• »13) aad oatdoor spates is hcatthcare
scttinp (OSHS) (n «6).
EkBMat

Urbaa plazas

OSHS

Highest number of plant specks recorded

20

27

Lowest number ofplant species recorded

2

12

Mean number of plant species per site

9

18 *

Mean number of plant species per 10,000 sq. ft of
planting area
* = Means for urban plazas and OSHS significantly different at /* ^ O.OS.

2.8

23
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Thcnipcutic Landscape Deaign Elemcnte

Overall, the outdoor spaces in healthcare settings had higher mean values for 15
of 27 TLDE, but only two of these values were significant (Table 9). Both types of sites
exhibited some presence for all 27 TLDE, but none of the sites had all 27 TLDE. The
mean number of elements for urban plazas was 17, which was not significantly different
&om the value for outdoor spaces in healthcare settings of 18 elements. The highestranking urban plazas were Center Point Plaza (Figure 11) and Caesar Chavez Memorial
Plaza (Figure 12), which had 21 elements. The highest-ranking outdoor space in a
healthcare setting was Odyssey Ther^)eutic Gardens (Figure 7) with 26 elements.
All urban plazas contained a gathering space for groups of five or more people,
whereas 83% of outdoor spaces in healthcare settings had this type of gathering space.
Additionally, nearby street access of the urban plazas supported a higher need and
therefore, frequency of buffer plantings on the perimeter of the site than outdoor spaces
in healthcare settings. Urban plazas presented views of nearby nature that were more
expansive views compared to outdoor spaces in healthcare settings. These are not
surprising findings given the overall fimction of urban plazas. As expected, all urban
plaza sites had a focal point of w^ch many were public art pieces. Most of the outdoor
spaces in healthcare settings had a focal point Urban plazas ranked higher for elements
of oveiiiead lighting and ground level lighting, wdiich can be partially contributed to the
24-hour access of most of the urban plazas evaluated.

Table 9.
FraqwBcy of Thcrapciitie Laadseape DcsigB Ekawats (dctcraiiacd iiy litcratarc) for arbaa
plazas (a * 13) aad oatdoor spaccs ia hcaMware scttiagi (OSHS) (a *6).
EleaMnt

Urban plazas

0/„
39
92
100
54
46
85
23
69
100
39
100
31
39
85
39
92
46
0
39
77
62
8
92
92
92
54
54
* = Means for tvban plazas and OSHS significantly different at ^ O.OS.
Private space
Semiprivate space
Gadiering space
Grade change
Distant views of nature
Evidence of wildlife
Map/directional signage
Paving change
Focal point
Marked entry/exit
Brisk padi
Contemplative path
Handrails
Recoounended richness of plants
Lawn
Bufifer planting - perimeter
Bufler plantmg - internal
Moveabk fianishings
Circular seating
Variety in seating
Water feature
Designated smoking area
Mamtained plantings
Maintained garbage-free
Maintamed fiimislungs
Overhead lighting
Ground level lighting

n
5
12
13
7
6
11
13
9
13
5
13
4
5
11
5
12
6
0
5
10
8
1
12
12
12
7
7

OSHS

0/,
67
100
83
67
33
100
67
83
83
83
83
67
0
83
17
83
67
50
33
83
33
100
67
100
100
50
50

n
4
6
5
4
2
6
4
5
5
5
5
4
0
5
1
5
4
3
2
5
2
6
4
6
6
3
3
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An interesting finding relates to the presence of handrails. Although the outdoor
spaces in healthcare settings ranked higher in the frequency of grade changes, urban
plazas ranked higher in the ADA provision of handrails at ramps or steps. This finding
may be partially contributed to the federal laws governing accessibiliQr in urban plazas
and a possible steeper slope encountered in the urban plazas evaluated.
The desert climate found in the southwestern U.S. seems to initiate a
contradiction: the need for water conservation versus the need for oasis-like settings.
Urban plazas ranked higher than outdoor spaces in healthcare settings in the frequency of
lawn and water features present (Table 9). Both urban plazas and the outdoor spaces in
healthcare settings had complete access to lawn amenities if it was present More urban
plazas had water features but had a lower frequency of accessibility to a water feature
than outdoor spaces in healthcare settings.
Not all of the water features were operational during site visits. Maintenance
personnel available on-site reported seasonal considerations and problems associated
with public bathing as influencing the availability of running water in these public places.
This observation was unfortunate, given the results of Ulrich's study (1991) noting that
the presence of water and its calm or slow moving nature was related to reduced levels of
stress.
Findings showed that 31% of urban plazas and 50% of the outdoor spaces in
healthcare settings had both types of paths. Ulrich also suggests (Ulrich in Cooper
Marcus and Barnes, 1999) that a decrease in stress and a fostering of overall health can
be noted when sites contain both a contemplative path (curvilinear and narrow) and a
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brisk path (straight and acts as a thoroughfare). Further, the theory states both types of
paths are critical for stress reduction as the brisk path provides the physiological benefit
of exercise whereas the contemplative path is psychologically beneficial as it lends itself
to meditation. In Lake's work (2000), specialists in the design of therapeutic gardens
reported that a contemplative path offers the opportunity for relaxation and a sense of
slowing down the fiantic pace. Similarly, a contemplative path offers the opportunity for
distractions and taking one's mind off of the work environment (Kaplan, 1993).
The only significant differences noted between the two sites for TLDE were
moveable furnishings and a designated smoking area. No urban plazas had moveable
furnishings whereas 50% of the outdoor spaces in healthcare settings had moveable
furnishings. Research in both environmental behavior and design (Whyte, 1980) and
healthcare design (Cooper Marcus and Bames, 1995; Ulrich in Cooper Marcus and
Bames, 1999) indicates that the opportunity to move one's seating is positively correlated
with an increased sense of choice and freedom and preference for that site. Cooper
Marcus and Bames (1999) discuss the "claiming of space" as an important quality in a
therq)eutic environment. Moveable furnishings are also noted as vital in relation to
access and preference of sun or shade exposure. The ability to alter seating arrangements
and thus change microenvironments provides a sense of comfort and control for users
(Tyson, 1998). Outdoor cafes with moveable furniture adjacent to urban plazas draw
more people than those spaces without such flexibility (Cooper Marcus and Francis,
1998). Of the 13 plazas evaluated, only one Good Samaritan Regional Hospital Healing
Garden (Figure 13) was adjacent to a coffee shop providing outdoor seating with

Figarc 13.
Good Samaritao Rcgioaal Hoipital Hcaliag Gardca, Pbocaii, Arizoaa.
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moveable furniture. Providing coffee stands with moveable table and chairs would most
likely affect the use of these plazas. Alterations in services and furnishings and the
consequent effects on user satis&ction are in need of further investigation.
All six of the outdoor spaces in healthcare settings had a designation regarding
smoking on site with signage clearly posted upon entry to the garden. Only one of the
urban plazas had a designated smoking area (Tucson Federal Courthouse Plaza (Figure
4)), which is to be expected given the public management and administration of such
spaces.
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Thenipcntic Element Scores

No significant differences between sites were noted in the mean values for each of
the TES (Table 10). TES 3 and TES 7 (Table 10) demonstrated the greatest difference
between mean values for the two Qrpes of sites. Outdoor spaces in healthcare settings had
a higher average than urban plazas for TES 3 (map/directional signage, paving change,
focal point, and marked entry/exit). Greater presence of mariced entry/exit and
mtqi/directional signage in outdoor spaces in healthcare settings likely accounted for the
higher mean. Outdoor spaces in healthcare settings also had a higher mean than urban
plazas for TES 7 (designated smoking area, 95% maintained plantings, 95% garbage free,
95% maintained fiiniishings, overhead lighting, and ground level lighting). The higher
mean for TES 7 is likely due to the presence of a designated smoking area in all outdoor
spaces in healthcare settings.
Interestingly, very little difference in values for TES 6 (Table 10) is noted
whereas significant differences were noted in the frequency of moveable furniture (Table
9), one of four variables in TES 6. It is likely that the higher presence of water features
in urban plazas counters the higher presence of moveable furniture in outdoor spaces in
healthcare settings.
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Tabk 10.
Mcaa for Thcrapcatic Ekacnt Scorcs (TES) for site dcsigii orgaaintioMl categories (dderaiiaed
by Utermtun) for arham plazas (•* 13) aadoatdoorspaces ia hcaltbcare settings (OSHS)(>-6)1
TES

Category

Urban plazas

OSHS
-Mean

1

Planning', n = 3

2

3

2

Views^, n = 2

I

1

3

PIqrsical Access: Wayfoiding^, n = 4

2

3

4

Pl^icsl Access: Movement\ n = 3

2

2

5

Planting', n = 4

3

3

6

Furnishings', n = 4

2

2

7

Security, Mamtenance, Administration^ n = 6

4

5

* = Means for urban plazas and OSHS significantly different at /* ^ O.OS.
'Planning in site design organization is comprised of private, semiprivate, and gathering spaces.
'Views in site design organization is comprised of distant views of nature and evidence of wildlife
^Physical Access: Wayfbiding in site design organization is comprised of map/dvectional signage, paving
change, focal point, a^ marked entry/exit
^Physical Access: Movemem in site design organization is comprised of brisk path, contemplative path, and
handrails.
Planting in site design organization is comprised of richness of plants, lawn, buffer plantings on perimeter,
and bufi^ plantings internally.
furnishings m site design organization is comprised of moveable seatmg, circular seating, variety in
seating, and water feature.
^SecuriQ^, Mamtenuice, AdministFation m site design organization is comprised of designated smoking
area, 95% maintained plantings, 95% garbage free, 95% mamtained fivnishings, overliead lighting, and
groimd level lightmg.
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Sommarv
Overall, few significant differences in TLDE and TES values were noted in the
comparison of urban plazas and outdoor spaces in healthcare settings. It is possible that
the occurrence of statistical significance would increase if a larger sample size was
measured.
Hypothesis One of this research was addressed by comparing the proportions of
hardscape and planted area in the site layouts. Significant differences in the percentages
of hardscape and planted area were evident between urban plazas and outdoor spaces in
healthcare settings (Table 5). The study found that outdoor spaces in healthcare settings
had a significantly higher percentage of planted areas >^ereas urban plazas had a
significantly higher percentage of hardscape materials. In a 1995 study of four hospital
garden settings. Cooper Marcus and Barnes found that 69% of respondents identified
trees, plants, seasonal changes, colors, and flowers helpfiil in attaining a mood change.
Due to the lack of access to therapeutic gardens in hospital settings, the role of "greened**
urban plazas is a critical one. An increase in planted areas, wiiile maintaining the
acceptable level of richness of plant species (Cooper Marcus and Barnes, 1995), would
address satisfying the innate connection that Lewis speaks of in Green Natttre/Httman
Nature (1996). Many of the urban plazas evaluated were adjacent to multi-storied and
multi-windowed ofBce buildings. Views firom these interior spaces onto a more natural,
planted area are of particular consideration for fiiture research and design. Center Point
Plaza (Figure 11) had the greatest occurrence of TES (TES 1 -3,5) values for urban
plazas, hiterestingly, this site had a 50:50 ratio of hardsc^w to planted area, a relatively
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low amount of hardscape compared to the other urban plazas. The layout and overall
design could be referenced as an iq)propriate model for future urban plaza design where
hardscape materials do not dominate and elements associated with then^ieutic qualities
are present.
Hypothesis Two was addressed by examining plant species richness. In general,
outdoor spaces in healthcare settings had more plant species than urban plazas because of
larger planting areas. However, no significant differences in the species richness
(average mmiber of species per 10,000 sq. ft.) were indicated when proportion of planted
area was taken into account As expected, as planted area increases, planted richness also
increases.
Hypothesis Three addressed the presence of TLDE, suggesting significantly more
TLDE in outdoor spaces in healthcare settings compared to urban plazas. However, only
two elements (moveable furniture and a designated smoking area) of the 27 TLDE
evaluated were significantly different between the two types of sites, and outdoor spaces
in healthcare settings had greater values for both of these comparisons. Furthermore,
outdoor spaces in healthcare settings had no significantly greater values than urban plazas
for the seven TES.
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CONCXUSIONS

Well-designed urban plazas have the potential to serve as areas of healing and
restoration from the stresses of everyday life. These well-designed settings could
possibly attract more people to downtown areas, contribute to increased job satisfaction,
and increase the overall appeal of these city centers to visitors firom outside the urban
area. Furthermore, clarification of what makes an urban plaza successful in terms of
restoration is of significance to a broad scope of "stakeholders" from public policy
makers, public health officials, design professionals, business owners, and urban
dwellers.
Results of this study indicated that outdoor spaces in healthcare settings (control
sites) had significantly greater planted area, amount of moveable furniture, and
designation of smoking areas than urban plazas sampled. Perhaps providing more
"green" settings, i.e., plantings, and a sense of control or choice over our immediate
surroundings is v^iiat is most sought after in outdoor settings. Greater differences may
have been noted between the two types of sites if only "outstanding" outdoor spaces in
healthcare settings were chosen as control sites. For example, evaluating spaces that have
been repeatedly referenced in related literature, or programmed and designed by a
professional in this field for a defined therapeutic purpose.
Obvious examples of "good" thenqieutic design remain relatively obscure as does
the definition of what is a "thenq)eutic garden" compared to a garden designed for
general enjoyment by the public. Based on references of user satisfaction of theriq)eutic
spaces, it ^)pears that the most restorative efifect may be an increase in the percentage of
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plantings and a decrease in hardscq)e cover. Many questions about restorative qualities

of urban plazas arose from this research and continued emphasis in defining the effective
elements of healing or restorative environments will assist in designing these spaces
accordingly.
Future Potential Res—rch

User analysis is identified as the most significant research contribution to the
improvement ofdesign of public spaces (Carretal. 1992). Future studies of user analysis
and satisfaction would greatly aid in understanding the restorative benefits of the
individual TLDE tested in this study. Furthermore, findings of previous woric support the
need for future investigation of the benefits of "greener" urban plaza design in the larger
context of the urban setting (Ktqilan and Kj^lan 1989, Ulrich 1981). It ^>pears from this
work and other research that an increase use of plants and decrease use in hardsoqie may
be significant enough to consider a plaza restorative. Thus, user evaluation of similar
sites with varying percentages of plant cover would address the range of effectiveness of
plant cover for restorative purposes in public spaces.

APPENDIX A

MATRIX OF RECOMMENDED THERAPEUTIC LANDSCAPE DESIGN ELEMENTS
PLANNING
Eteacpt
Private activity-oriented
areas
Semiprivate activityoriented areas
Gathering activityoriented areas
Grade change(s)

C. MTCiii/B«r«et
Variety; 'get away'
feeling
(separation);
enclosure
Variety;
'claimable' space
Variety
Variety of views

Kaphas
Complexity
Coherence

Ulrkh
Control

Tyson
Variety in activity
areas

Knvnnagh
Empowerment,
Interest, Comfort

Complexity
Coherence
Complexity
Coherence
Complexity
Coherence

Control, Social
Support
Control, Social
Support
Control, Social
Support

Variety in activity
areas
Variety in activity
areas
Variety in activity
areas

Empowerment,
Interest, Comfort
Empowerment,
Interest, Comfort
Empowerment,
Interest, Comfort

Kapiaai
Mystery
Legibility
Neaiby nature
Mystery
Legibility Nearby
nature

Ulrich
Positive
distraction

Tyson
Passive visual access

Kavaaaih
Interest, Comfort,
Memory

VIEWS
Ekment
Distant views - nature

C. MarcNs/Baracs
Perspective; 'big
picture'

Evidence of wildlife

Comfort

Positive
distraction

Interest, Comfort

PHYSICAL ACCESS: WAYFINDING/AWARENESS OF SPACE
EteMent
Map or directional
signage

C. M«rcMs/B«niM
Visibility

Kiplaas
Legibility

Ulrkh
Control

Tyson
Wayfinding

Kavnagh
Empowennent,
Interest, Comfort,
Memory
Empowerment, Interest,
Memory

Paving change(s)

Readable, ADA

Coherence,
Legibility

Control

Wayflnding

Focal point(s)

Readable

Legibility

Control

Wayfinding

Marked enoy

Readable

Coherence,
Legibility

Control

Wayfinding

Marked exit

Readable

Coherence,
Legibility

Control

Wayfinding

Kaplans
Coherence
Legibility

Ulrich
Physical
movement,
exercise
Physical
movement,
exercise

Tyson
Wayfinding

Kavanach
Well-being

Wayfinding

Well-being

Variety of activity
areas

Well-being

Empowerment, Interest,
Memory

ISiiSySi
PMiill

PHYSICAL ACCESS: MOVEMENT
Element
Main path function brisk
Main path function contemplative
Handrails

C. Marcus/Barnes
Physiological
restoration:
exercise
Psychological
restoration;
mysteiy;
exploration
ADA

Mysteiy
Complexity

ijj.Vr'V;' ;

' ' ' •• "• .iw*- "
• _ : •, ' : 'i • 1

PLANTING
Element
Plant species richness

C. M«rcm/B»rBes
Positive distraction

Ulrkh
Positive
distraction

Comfort

Kaphas
Legibility
Nearby nature
Nearby nature

Lawn

Tyson
Change of season

Knynnngh
Interest, Comfort,
Memory

Access to lawn
Buffer plantings perimeter

ADA
Privacy

Nearby nature

Positive
distraction

Interest

Buffer plantings internal, raised planters

Sense of enclosure
Privacy

Nearby nature

Positive
distraction

Interest, Comfort

Element
Seating; moveable

C. Mnrcns/Barnes
Control

Kaplans

Variety in seating choice
Seating - non-moveable,
circular seat walls
Water feature

Social support
Social support

Ulrich
Control
Social Support
Social Support
Social Support

Water feature accessible

ADA

Variety of activity
area
H'i!- i'!!

FURNISHINGS
•v

Soothing

; S'
Nearby nature

Positive
distraction

Tyson
Control and choice

Kavanash
Empowerment, Interest,
Comfort

Control and choice
A':''-''
•'f/--'-)' " i ' " > • Interest
Empowerment

SECURITY, MAINTENANCE AND ADMINISTRATION
Element
Designated
smoking/non-smoking
areas
Maintenance -95% of
plantings alive
Maintenance -95% of
space garbage-free
Maintenance -95% of
furnishings in repair
Security - overhead
lighting
Security - at ground
lighting

C. Marcus/Barnes
Comfort

Kaplans

Ulrkh

Tyson

KavanaKh
Comfort

Security

Comfort

Security

Comfort

Security

Comfort

Security

Comfort

Security

Shaded cell indicates elements not mentioned by expert in literature.

pfiili

Comfort
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APPENDKB

DEFINITIONS OF THERAPEUTIC LANDSCAPE DESIGN ELEMENTS AND ASSOCIATED MEASURES

SITE LAYOUT

DEFINITION / MEASURE

Total square footage
Percentage of hardscape
Percentage of planted area
Total percentage of horizontal cover/spread
Percentage of horizontal cover - plant materials

Approximated; paced off
Based on five classes*; inclusive of ramps and steps
Based on five classes*; inclusive of lawn
Based on five classes*; inclusive of plant materials and man-made
materials
Based on five classes*

Percentage of horizontal cover - man-nuuie materials

Based on five classes*

*Five classes of percentages; 0-20 = 10%; 21-40 = 30%; 4i - 60 = 50%; 61-80'= 70%; 81 -100 = 90%
PLANNING TLDE

DEFINITION/MEASURE

Private activity-oriented areas
Semiprivate activity-oriented areas
Gathering activity-oriented areas
Grade change(s)

I - 2 person seating capacity; not on main path
>2 person seating capacity; adjacent to main path
Large area; S+ persons to gather; independent of seating capacity
Ramps, steps

yiEWTLDE

DEFINITION/MEASURE

Distant views - nature
Evidence of wildlife

Beyond physical boundaries of site; predominance of landscape/waterscape
Habitat evidence of birds, insects, mammals, fish

00
o

PHYSICAL ACCESS: WAYFINDING TLDE

DEFINITION/MEASURE

Map/directional signage
Paving change(s)
Focal point(s)
Marked entry
Marked exit

At entry or central area
Textural changes in overall hardscape
Sculpture, kiosk, water feature, ait
Boundary distinction, with signage
Boundary distinction, with signage

PHYSICAL ACCESS: MOVEMENT TLDE

DEFINITION/MEASURE

Main path function - brisk

Generally straight operating as a thoroughfare for site users and passerbys;
may serve as exercise route; wide.
Curved or circuitous; narrow
Handrails

Main path (unction -contemplative
Handrails
PLANTING TLDE

DEFINITION/MEASURE

Plant species richness
Lawn
Lawn - accessible
Buffer plantings - perimeter
BufTer plantings - internal

Number of species; richness if tally is between 4 -25 species
Lawn
Walk up to, roll wheelchair up to
Perimeter of site; 3' in height
3+* in height

FURNISHING TLDE

DEFINITION/MEASURE

Seating; moveable
Variety in seating choice

Seating; moveable
Excluding moveable;
>1 type of table/seat bench (linear, circular, backrest/no backrest)
Curvilinear; width >12" an d height>l6" - 30"
Water feature
Walk up to, roll wheelchair up to

Seating - non-moveable, circular seat walls
Water feature
Water feature -accessible

SECVRITY, MAINTENANCE, ADMINISTMATION
TLDE

DEFINITION/MEASURE

Designated smoking/non-smoking area(s)
Maintenance - Plantings
Maintenance -Garbage-free
Maintenance - Furnishings
Security - overhead lighting
Security -at ground lighting

Designated smoking/non-smoking areas
95% of plantings alive
95% of space garbage-free
95% of furnishings in repair
Overhead lighting
At-ground lighting
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APPENDIX C

DATA COLLECTION SHEET
Site Name

Description of site and immediate surroundings

Location

Number
Pamphlet available?
Yes No
Design programming
information available?
Yes No
Photographic survey?

Subjective appraisal
Yes No

Greater map of
location/context?
Yes No
Day, Date and Time of Visit

Weather/Temperature

Site plan sketch

00

Ul

SITELAYOVT

Total square footage
Percentage of hardscape
Percentage of planted area
Total percentage of horizontal cover/spread
Percentage of horizontal cover - plant materials
Percentage of horizontal cover - man-made materials
PLANNING

Tally:

Presence
Y
Y
Y
Y

Presence
N
N
N
N

Tally:

Presence

Presence

Y
Y

N
N

Presence

Presence

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N
N
N
N
N

Presence

Presence

Y
Y
Y

N
N
N

Private activity-oriented area(s)
Semiprivate activity-oriented area(s)
Gathering activity-oriented area(s)
Grade change(s)
yiEH^

Distant views - nature
Evidence of wildlife
PHYSICAL ACCESS: WAYFINDING/AWARENESS OF SPACE

Tally:

Map/directional signage
Paving change(s)
Focal point(s)
Marked entry
Marked exit
PHYSICAL ACCESS: MOVEMENT

Path function - brisk
Path function - contemplative
Handrails

Tally:

PLANTING

Tally:

Plant species richness
Lawn
Access to lawn
Buffer plantings - perimeter
Buffer plantings - internal, raised planters
FURNISHINGS

Tally:

Seating - moveable
Variety in seating choice
Seating - non-moveable. circular seat walls
Water feature
Water feature -accessible
SECURITY, MAINTENANCE AND ADMINISTRATION

Designated smoking/non-smoking areas
Maintenance - Plantings
Maintenance - Garbage
Maintenance - Furnishings
Security -overhead lighting
Security - at ground lighting

Tally:

Presence

Presence

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N
N
N
N
N

Presence

Presence

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N
N
N
N
N

Presence

Presence

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N
N
N
N
N
N

00
-J
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Site NamitiVM
Civic Plaza, Albaqnerqae, New Mexico (Figare 1)

As a large roof-top plaza to a subterranean paridng structure, this is the largest of
the urban plazas evaluated for this study, approximated 75,000 square feet It comprises
of one city block in downtown Albuquerque. The entry/exit points of this plaza sit flush
with the adjoining public sidewalk. Its predominance of hardscape (70%), straight
pathways and little grade changes makes this site ideal for pedestrians diagonally
crossing through the site en route to other ofBce buildings. Due to the plaza's adjacencies
to the convention center, city and county buildings, and financial and commercial
districts, a potentially high volume of urban users is possible, however the lack of
furniture and seating areas may deter many users from choosing this location as a lunch
stop, hi addition, the amenities this site o£fers are a stage for public performances,
brightly colored ramadas, public art, and large fountain visible and accessible from all
grade changes. However, in order to discourage public bathing, the fountain is turned off
during the majority of the year.
Hayden Square, Tempe, Arizona (Figure 2)

Providing a sense of an oasis, this 10,000 square foot plaza has a balance of
hardscape and lawn. This site would be beneficial for gatherings given the presence of a
stage and large lawn area. A high volume of use is doubtful during the majority of year
due to the lack of shade and seating structures. The sunken and inaccessible water
feature is ^>att from any seating areas.
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Federal Coaithoase Plaza, Las Vegas, Nevada (Figure 3)

This 10,000 square foot street plaza is adjacent to public sidewalks and is
surrounded by high volume roadways on two of its four sides. It is adjacent to the
Federal Courthouse in downtown Las Vegas and various other commercial ofiBce
buildings north of the casino district This site was one of two sites that had armed
security on patrol due to the adjacency to Federal buildings. About avenge in the
number of TLDE noted, this site was one of five plazas that ofifered inward-circular
seating. However, given the high ratio of hardsc^ (90%) to planted areas (10%) and
little horizontal cover (10%), the variety in seating ofTered would be useful for only a few
months of the year given the climate.
Federal Coarthoasc Plaza, Tucson, Arizona (Figure 4)

This 10,000 square foot plaza is one of two plazas evaluated having security
personnel patrolling the site. Similar to the other Federal Courthouse Plaza in Las Vegas,
this site has a predominance of hardscape (90%) and very little horizontal cover (10%).
The orientation of this plaza is directly west, c^)turing sun during all seasons of the year.
The lack of shade, seating, and tremendous reflective heat discourage possible enjoyment
of the accessible water features and moderate plant richness. This plaza was the only
plaza evaluated having signage to indicate a designated smoking area.
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Train Depot Pbza, Tncson, Arizoiui (Figure 5)

Despite its concealed location in relation to downtown area activities, this 10,000
square foot historic plaza is adjacent to Federal buildings and commercial districts. Its
traditional design and layout ofifer limited seating, a predominance of hardsci^ie (90%),
and a large, accessible water feature amenity located in the center of the site. Given the
orientation (westward exposure) and limited horizontal cover, respite fipom the sun is
highly unlikely.
Uni Source Energy Tower Plaza, Tucson, Arizona (Figure 6)

Located on the comer of a downtown city block, this corporate-owned 10,000
square foot plaza is the only plaza evaluated in which planted areas (70%) were more
predominant than hardsc^. All trees used to create the 70% horizontal cover are
planted in raised beds, due to the subterranean paridng structure below the site. Despite
the high ratio of planted areas, this site contained only seven different plant species. Both
a lawn and (inaccessible) water feature creates a sense of oasis, however due to the
private ownership, this plaza is not available during all hours to the general public.
Odyss^ Therapeutic Gardens, Tucson, Arizona (Figure 7)

This therapeutic garden is the largest (approximately 50,000 square feet)
evaluated for this study. Design documents were examined to record information, as this
site is not yet installed. This site rates the highest of all the outdoor spaces in healthcare
settings in this study. It met the requirements for 26 (of 27) Therapeutic Landscape
Design Elemrats. There is a variety of seating choices and a balance in hardsell and
planted areas. Half of the site has horizontal cover comprised of large deciduous trees
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offering a balance in sun/shade environs. This site is adjacent to a large public paric,
various other health services ofiBce buildings, and a residential area. This is the only
outdoor space in a healthcare setting evaluated with a lawn.
Tempe - St Luke's Hospital Garden, Tempc, Arizona (Figure 8)

Signage and/or directional mapping would improve locating this walk-in garden
^>proximated at 10,000 square feet. In the larger context of the hospital, this garden sits
immediately adjacent to the waiting room with access ofit a main corridor. However,
given the dark treatment on the glass looking out onto the garden, its availability is likely
to be missed. This garden scored the highest in planted area (90%). However, of this
planted area, only 12 different species were noted, well below the average of 18 recorded
for all the outdoor spaces in healthcare settings. The richness in plant species may
increase with improved maintenance. With only one type of seating, no perimeter buffer
plantings, seating directly under hospital ofiBce windows, no internal buffer plantings,
privacy is lacking and quite possibly affects usage. Of a possible 27 Ther^utic
Landsc{q)e Design Elements, this garden scored the lowest (nine elements present) of all
the outdoor spaces in healthcare settings in this study.
Tucson Mcdical Center Hummingbird Garden, Tucson, Arizona (Figure 9)

One of and eventual chain of dedicated healing gardens, the approximate 10,000
square foot garden functions both as a courtyard directly off the main corridor of the
hospital, and as a thoroughfiire to adjacent hospital specialty programs. This site
contained the largest amoimt of plant richness (27 species recorded). The layout of
perimeter plantings, internal buffer plantings, and variety of nooks of seating offer the
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user many choices of outdoor respite. There is balance in hardscfqpe and planted area and
a mixture in materials used for horizontal cover (plant materials and a ramada). Neither a
lawn nor a water feature is located within the site.
Tucson Medical Center Butterfly Patio, Tucson, Arizona (F^re 10)

Second in a series of healing gardens within Tucson Medical Center, this
approximated 10,000 square foot garden contains 23 different plant species. It functions
primarily as a courtyard, yet hospital staff uses the main path as a thoroughfare to
adjacent specialty programs. It is predominantly planted areas (70%) with a variety of
seating tucked away in various configurations. Although signage is posted restricting
smoking in the garden, cigarette trash and hospital workers smoking were observed upon
evaluation. Neither a lawn nor a water feature is located within the site.
Center Point Plaza, Tcmpe, Arizona (Figure 11)

Immediately available finm the street, this 15,000 square foot plaza is adjacent to
commercial, residential, financial, and governmental districts. Rating as the highest in
TES, this plaza fimctions as both a contemplation location and expressway for users.
Various seating areas, path choices, sun/shade environments, and amenities (public art,
water, and lawn) deem this an urban oasis.
Caesar Chavez Memorial Plaza, Phoenix, Arizona (Figure 12)

This 25,000 square foot plaza sits immediately adjacent to public sidewalks with
both large, mature vegetation and decorative signage indicating the oasis amidst the built
environment of downtown Phoenix. Adjacent to this plaza are the city's historic city hall,
county courthouse and chambers offices, and two large financial institutions. A high
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volume of urban woricers is probable due to extensive seat walls that allow the user a
wide varieQr in seating choices. The majori^ of these seat walls are located beneath wide
canopy, deciduous trees providing a balance of sun/shade seating. A large mounding turf
area and 5' X 6' walls perforating the 50% planted area accomplish grade changes off the
main path. Access to these level changes is available for most users, adding to the

complexity of this site both in view shed, and seating choice.
Good Samaritan Regional Hospital Healing Garden, Phoenix, Arizona (Figure 13)

This is the only site designated as a "healing garden". Approximated at 20,000
square feet, a variety of amenities fill this space: accessible water feature, variety of
seating materials, sun/shade seating options, a snack cart, and public art This courtyard
space is buffered on two sides by plantings. Although this site offers a variety of
locations to sit, it is one of two outdoor spaces in a healthcare setting that does not
contain private seating sub-spaces within its layout All spaces are either semi-private or
group gathering areas. It is one of two sites in which all the TLDE were met for security,
maintenance, and administration. It was one of the cleanest sites evaluated in terms of
both 95% garbage- and plant litter-fi«e.
Wesley Bolin Memorial Plaza, Phoenix, Arizona (Figure 14)

Located within a larger park-like setting east of the Arizona State Qqritol and
State Museum, this 25,000 square foot plaza is surrounded by various Federal and State
ofiBces and is on a dedicated visitors walking tour. Its immediate adjacency to
governmental and/or commercial buildings is buffered by a large greensward, affording
this site with distant views of nature throughout most vantage points within the site.

Figarc 14.
Wesley Bolia Meaorial Plaza, Phocalz, Artaou.
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These views are diminished by the predominance of hatdscape (90%) and little use of
plant materials and plant richness within the site. Due to the low percentage of horizontal
cover (10%), providing little to no shade and few seating areas, the probability for use by
urban ofiSce woricers seems low.
Scottsdale Mall Garden Plaza, Scottsdale, Arizona (Figure 15)

Amidst a larger greenway corridor, this sunken 15,000 square foot plaza is located
in the tourist-oriented portion Old Town Scottsdale. Immediately adjacent to this site are
arts, residential, commercial, financial, and governmental districts. Access to the site is
fix>m three directions across a lush turf area off the public sidewalk. Mature canopy trees
and a (non-accessible) water feature offer an oasis feeling amongst the surrounding built
environments. The dense horizontal cover (90%) offers a feeling of enclosure. Seating is
comprised of linear features staggered throughout the two levels of the site.
Hilton Plaza, Scottsdale, Arizona (Figare 16)

Soon to be adjacent to high-density residential lofts, this 25,000 square foot plaza
serves the financial and coounercial districts of Scottsdale. With the least amount of
seating areas, planted area, and plant species richness recorded in this study, this site is
comprised of almost exclusively hardscape (90%) and built materials (90% of the total
horizontal cover are man-made materials). The plant materials on site were confined to
large pots.

FigarclS.
Scottsdale Mail Gardes Plaza, Scottsdale, ArizoM.
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Fignre 16.
Hittoa Plaza, Scottsdale, Arizoaa.
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Scottsdale Finiuicial Center m Plaza, Scottsdak, Arizona (Figure 17)

Serving primarily ofBce woricers, this 15,000 square foot plaza is located in the
center of a financial district and is the rooftop to a subterranean parking structure. The
balance of hardscape and planted areas and an accessible water feature in this plaza create
an attractive outdoor corporate foyer. The horizontal cover (30%) is comprised of all
medium-sized deciduous trees offering shade and enclosure to seating beneath.
City of Tucson Main Libraiy Plaza, Tucson, Arizona CFignrc 18)

This grand plaza is the second largest in size of the urban plazas evaluated.
Measuring at approximately 50,000 square feet, it is located immediately adjacent to the
main libraiy in downtown Tucson. Its only distinct feature is a large, bright red piece of
public art It is arguably a visual amenity, however, serves as focal point. The seat walls
currently serve as sleeping places for people living outdoors reportedly deterring many
other constituents of the downtown area (office workers) from sitting and/or using the
space. This phenomenon combined with the predominance of hardsciq)e, little to no plant
richness (two plant species recorded), little horizontal cover, and the lack of maintenance
create a space that is visuaUy unappealing. This urban plaza is located on the main
thorough&re through downtown Tucson and is adjacent to financial and governmental
buildings.

Figarc 17.
Scottsdjile Fiaaacial Ceater III Plaza, Scottsdalc, Arizooa.
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Mayo Clink Entry Plaza, Scottsdale, Arizona figure 19)

This outdoor space serves as a drop off area, entry plaza, and area for the display
of various forms of public art It is £q)proximately 20,000 square feet, and is comprised
of 70% hardscqw and 30% planted area. With an eastern orientation, this site has a total
of 30% horizontal cover, which is below the average of 50% for all outdoor spaces in
healthcare settings evaluated. Of the horizontal cover, 100% is of canopy trees
indigenous to the area. Views from the site ate of the hospital and arrival area and of a
la^er, more natural adjoining landsc^. Within the site, 12 different plant species were
noted, however, the richness count may have been higher if all plantings had been alive.

Fisarel9.
Mayo Cliaic Eatry Plaa, ScoMidalc, AriuMia.
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Tacsoo Medial Cemter Haaiaiagbinl Gardea, Tacsoa, Arizoaa.
Not to scale.
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